Our Eleventh Stolen
Static Caravan is Safetly
Recoverered
Automatrics in this case did not need
to dispatched a radio finder
Radio signal finders,
will where
required, use hand-held radio direction
receivers to pickup and then home-in on
the Automatrics MTrack’s audibly silent
secret RF radio finding frequency. This
is also used when no GPS signals are
jammed or blocked from satellite view.

Automatics recover their 11th
Stolen Static December 2014
Automatrics 24/7 customer monitoring
contacted the owners of a static caravan
to confirm their van had been stolen
from a caravan site in Birmingham on
11th December 2014.
The Automatrics MTrack had self
alarmed when the van was removed
from site. This was the 11th successful
Essex Police attended the site and
arrested a known wanted criminal.
The owner was contacted and arranged
for the van to be collected a few hours
later.
Automatrics protect over 500 static
caravans across the country. These theft
statistics indicate that approximately 1%
of protected static caravans are stolen
every year, and as most statics will be
around for 25 years this represents a 1 in
stolen static recovery by Automatrics in
less than 36 months.
The self powered Automatrics MTrack
device had been covertly hidden in the
van by the owners back in November
2011. Then after 3 years of silently
protecting and monitoring the vans
location it immediately triggered into
action during the theft.
The Automatrics system received a
series of accurate GPS positions, they
contacted AVCIS (ACPO Vehicle Crime Ultimately the Automatrics MTrack
Intelligence Service) to email the exact being self powered and covertly
van location to liaise Essex Police to plan hidden has always been up to the job
a recovery.

The Automatrics MTrack Stolen Vehicle
tracking system is the preferred choice for
many caravan owners as it is especially
suited to the higher protection needs
of caravans and mobile homes.
This unique tracking system has self
powered or powered options.
The advanced three layer location
technology enables any asset to be
tracked and recovered even in the
most challenging environments. Such
as underground car parks, in the back of
a van or inside a shipping container.
This remarkably 11th static find, returning
a £70K static back to it’s rightful owner
with the support of the Essex police
with a 100% caravan recovery record
demonstrates why Automatrics’ could
reasonably claim to provide:
The Ultimate Theft Recovery Service

Watch Animated
Video On YouTube
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